Also two reflectarrays were designed to operate at 9.4 GHz to evaluate the performance of the phoenix cell together with the modified version by comparing measurements. All simulations were carried out using CST-Microwave Studio 2012.
I. INTRODUCTION
Parabolic reflectors are widely used as high-gain antennas for wireless communication. They are mainly employed in the satellite and space crafts applications where a large data transfer is required. Moreover, they are marked as the most efficient radiators in radar technologies. Unfortunately, parabolic reflectors are characterized by their bulky struc tures and large mass, thus they suffer from the large costs needed for mounting especially in large data transmission applications.
As an alternative for the parabolic reflectors, planar microstrip reflectarrays are employed to combine the best features of the conventional parabolic reflectors together with the printed microstrip antenna technology. Reflectarrays were developed to overcome the mounting issues for their low profile, low mass and flat structures. They can be easily mounted to micro-spacecrafts and satellites. It consists of a flat reflecting surface where a two dimensional array of microstrip elements are printed and a feeding horn antenna used to illuminate the array elements [2] .
The idea of reflectarray antennas is based on applying phase compensation techniques to the design of each cell inside the array to make for the spatial phase delay of the incident electric field encountered by each cell so as to achieve an in-phase re-radiated far-field beam from the reflecting surface and a high gain antenna beam can be obtained in the far-field.
There are several approaches which have been recently developed to achieve a planar phase front for different polarization. The most common approach is to use identical microstrip patches with different microstrip delay lines [2] . Another approach was developed using different size of radiating patches, dipoles or rings to produce a cophasal far field beam. In 1998, Huang and Pogorzelski reported an efficient way of producing phase variations using identical patches with variable angular rotations [3] .
II. PRINCIPLE OF MICROSTRIP REFLECTARRAY DESIGN
According to the conventional array theory, if a two dimensional planar array with M x N patch elements is illuminated by a low-gain feeding antenna located at r f' then the total electric field E( u) in an arbitrary direction u can be defined by the following equation: amn -ko[lr;:mt -rjl + r;:mt.uoJ = 2mr, n = 0, 1,2,3,
III. MODIFIED PHOENIX CELL DESIGN
Usually, multiresonators are printed on multilayer sub strates which enhances the antennas bandwidth on the ex pense of adding complexity to the fabrication process. The phoenix cell design is based on employing multiresonators on the same layer of the substrate, therefore it improves the bandwidth characteristics compared to most of the reflec tarray elements while maintaining a low-profile structure. 
The old phoenix cell was designed to operate at a center frequency of 16.5 GHz [4] . The structure of the phoenix cell consists of a square resonating inner patch whose dimension Both phoenix cells were simulated. Fig. 3 shows the simu lation setup carried out using CST Microwave Studio, where each cell was attached to one end of a TEM waveguide [5] . After monitoring the phase variations of the reflection coefficient from the element surface at each different Lr dimension for both phoneix elements, the modified phoenix has found to enlarge the range of the phase shift achieved up to 540° instead of 300 0 as seen in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . Since the full phase range is defined by only 360°, therefore the size of the modified phoenix can be reduced, thus a further modification was applied.
Accordingly, the size of the modified phoneix cell was reduced to 9 mm. In this case, the grating lobes condition is fulfilled having the inter element spacing< A 2 o. Fig.6 shows the new structure of the phoneix cell after reducing the size and two resonating rings were only needed. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
In order to experimentally evaluate the perfonnance of the new phoneix cell, two square reflectarrays were designed using the old phoneix and the new one with the proposed modifications. The size of each array is 20x20 cm 2 . A rectangular horn antenna was employed as a feeding antenna for both reflectarrays whose gain is equal to 10 dB. Both arrays were designed to operate at 9.4 GHz in order to fit the avaliable lab equipments. The horn was hanged above the array at a distance of 12 cm which points to the focal distance of the array which should be equal to 0.6 D, where D is the diameter of the array. Fig. 8 shows the fabricated reflectarrays together with the feeding horn attached.
Measurements and Simulation for the full array will be attached later to the full paper and presented in the conference.
V. CONCLUSION
A new modified version of the phoenix reflectarray cell has been presented in this paper. The main interest of this cell is being characterized by a low-profile multiresonat ing structure. Unlike most of the reflectarray cells, it is characterized by a wide bandwidth of operation. The new modification has proved to reduce the size of the cell, reduce the phase errors encountered by the phase variation cycle. In addition, the new phoenix reflectarray has achieved a higher antenna gain when tested at 9.4 GHz compared to the old phoenix.
